
Pivit Benching
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Simple sleek solution.
 

Achieve a cohesive aesthetic from private offices to open floor plan benching 

with the versatile Pivit Collection. Available in the same four colors as Pivit 

Desks, Pivit Benching allows you to match or contrast your private offices with 

a highly functional and flexible benching system. Each 30” deep work surface 

is available in 48”, 60” and 72” and supported by open frame end legs and 

shared center legs. Add mobile peds in Pivit Silver, frosted acrylic center privacy 

screens, and a trough power solution in both National and Chicago code. 

Increase functionality with our monitor arms and clamp on power. 
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Simple.

Pivit Benching is designed to deliver simplicity to benching 

applications. Simple to spec, simple to purchase, simple to install. 

Select your desired size, configuration, finish and accessories. 
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Worksurface Sizes Finishes Accessories

Monitor ArmPrivacy Screen

American
Cherry

Basic 
White

Cafe Grey
Ash

Clamp On Power
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Sleek.
 

Clean lines, smart accessories, and stylish finishes create a sleek and 

versatile aesthetic for Pivit Benching, 

Beveled open frame leg 
in signature Pivit Silver

Mobile Pedestal in Pivit Silver 
with optional cushion

Low storage credenza in basic white 
 with optional cushion
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Solution.  

 

Pivit Benching delivers a complete solution. The trough houses data and 

power for both National and Chicago code, and mounts for privacy screen. 

The privacy screen features a power and accessory pass-through for  

cables, monitor arms and additional power solutions. Pair with Pivit chassis 

and open frame desking for a cohesive solution throughout your entire office.
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Open Frame Desk In American CherryPanel End Desk In Grey Ash



With a small business belief in customer service, a big business 

approach to global sourcing, and an aesthetic geared towards a 

design-minded market, Compel allows you to deliver a look and 

experience you’re proud of within the price and timeline you need. 

The Best of All Worlds
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